That’s the goal of supporting membership. This designated group of friends will help the needle arts and Wee Care stand the test of time. With your help, the youth of tomorrow will learn by exposure and through family heirlooms passed on from one generation to the next. **You are invited**

to become part of this exclusive group.

**SAGA’s Supporting Membership Benefits**
For only $15.00 per year, you will receive:

**Electronic Communications from SAGA**
6-8 Board Communications keeping you in touch with what’s happening with SAGA

**SAGA Membership Card**
Good for discounts to participating SAGA Business Members and Jo-Ann Fabrics

Recognition of membership in select publications

Invitations to workshops and conventions
because WEE Care... we strive to promote the needle arts through education and teaching opportunities

because WEE Care... we know your life has changed forever due to the birth of a preemie or the loss of a baby. Our chapters lovingly make gowns, bonnets and blankets with you in mind. Something beautiful for them to wear during this difficult time.

because WEE Care... since 1986, our chapters have provided Wee Care items to hospitals across the United States each year. 9,000 items were donated in 2011.

because YOU Care... we have been able to expand our education opportunities to teach others about smocking and related needle arts through Chapter Grants, Seminars and Convention Classes.